[Theoretical and experimental approach to the problem of changes in functional capability of cells under the effects of adaptive doses of ionizing radiation].
It is concluded that a dose range from background dose to several cGy may be separated into two parts: a) first--the interval of small doses limited from above by D* which is determined from (1 g (D*/Doc)) < -0.51 g (n/2)), where Dse is an average dose of a single event, n--quantity of irradiated cells; in this interval only one track intersects a sensitive volume; b) second--the interval of low doses, in which in average one track intersects the volume and which is ranged from top D* to bottom Dse. Because events in this region qualitatively are similar to background events, cells in the dose range b) may be adapted to the influence of radiation. The first stage of the adaptive response of cells is associated with chromosome loci (centromere) movement in a cell nucleus and as we suggest the latter is the fundamental mechanism for repairing DSB DNA and switching of gene transcription. Because the movement of chromosome loci both in the resting cells under the adapting doses and in the normal dividing cells is much the same (but the latter lose their function characteristic for differentiated resting cells), it could be assumed that the resting cells under the adapting doses also lose their functional parameters. Under chronic exposure to low doses this functional changes can be principal for discussion on the influence of low doses on health.